NANOG 81
Hackathon Recap

Michael Costello (just one of a cast of many)
Hackathon overview

- Organized by the Program Committee
- In support of NANOG’s educational mission
- Different formats throughout the years
- Participants work individually or self-organize into groups
- The theme was **Configuration Modeling**
Hackathon stats

- 12th Hackathon (2nd virtual)
- Participants worked from 13:00 EST Saturday to 17:00 EST Sunday 🏈
- We had participants from the US, South Africa, and Spain
- And we had one high school student
Projects included

- NetBox YANG plugin
- Configuration push via NETCONF
- Virtual infrastructure in Vagrant on Windows
Projects you’ll see here today

• Config automation with OpenConfig
• Telemetry lab automation
Hackathon for NANOG 82

• We’re looking for participants, mentors, and sponsors
• We’ll be reviewing survey results ahead of planning
• See you in June 😊